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Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group and let K be a field. Then a well-known 
theorem of P. Hall [7, Corollary 10.24 asserts that the group algebra K[q is 
both a right and left Noetherian ring. In particular, if P is a prime ideal of K[C;I, 
then K[C;I/P is a prime Noetherian ring and work of Goldie [3, Theorem 1.371 
implies that K[C;I/P has a classical right ring of quotients Z?(K[q/P) which is 
simple Artinian. In analogy with [I], we define the heart of P, S(P), to be the 
the center of this ring of quotients. Thus S(P) is a field containing K and the aim 
of this paper is to study the extension &‘(P)/K. 
We show first that if P is a particularly nice prime, a standard prime, then 
S(P) is equal to 2?(9’(K[q/P)), the ring of quotients of the center of K[C;I/P. 
Furthermore, the latter is a finite extension of the image of the center of K[Gj in 
K[G]/P. Now it follows from a recent important paper of Roseblade [8] that 
every prime P is closely related to a standard prime. Because of this, we can 
therefore show that for all such P, S(P) is a finitely generated extension of K. 
In particular, the transcendence degree of Z(P) over K is finite and we denote 
this number by c.r. P, the central rank of P. 
We also show that if N u G and if P is a prime ideal of K[G], with H(P) a 
nonabsolute field, then there exists a prime Q of K[N] with c.r. Q < c.r. P and 
P n K[NJ = flrEC p. Since the primitive ideals of K[G] are essentially those 
primes of central rank 0, we therefore obtain a number of corollaries concerning 
the latter ideals. 
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We remark that there are several possible approaches to the study of X(P). 
For example, one can work inductively using skew polynomial rings or one can 
consider properties of absolute primes. However, the simplest and most effective 
means seems to be a modification of the usual d-reduction (see [7, Chapter 41). 
We show that if I is a standard ideal of K[C;I, then linear identities modulo I can 
be projected to linear identities in K[d], where d is the f.c. center of G. Once this 
is done, the main properties of S(P), for P a standard prime, follow quite easily. 
We use the notation of [7] plus several new concepts introduced in [8]. We 
assume familiarity with basic properties of right Noetherian rings. In this paper, 
unless otherwise stated, all groups are assumed to be polycyclic-by-finite. 
1. STANDARD IDEALS 
We recall some definitions from [8]. Let I be an ideal of K[q. Then we set 
I+ = {gEG 11 -ggl}. 
It follows that I+ is a normal subgroup of G which is in fact the kernel of the 
homomorphism G -+ K[q/I and that I is the complete inverse image of an ideal 
f in K[G/I+]. We say that I is faithful if I+ = (1) and that I\is almost faithful if 
I+ is finite. It is clear that the image 1 of I is a faithful ideal of K[G/I+]. 
DEFINITION. An ideal I of K[G] is said to be standard if 
(i) I = (1 n W(G)I) KGI 
(ii) In K[A(G)] is an intersection of almost faithful prime ideals of 
W(G)I. 
Observe that (i) asserts that A = A(G), the f.c. center of G, controls the ideall. 
Now the reason for studying such ideals I is that the main result of Roseblade in 
[8] implies that all prime ideals of K[G] are closely related to standard primes, 
that is to standard ideals which are prime. This will all be discussed later on. 
In this and the next two sections we will be concerned only with standard ideals. 
After that we will consider which properties carry over to primes in general. 
A few elementary facts are as follows. . 
LEMMA 1.1. Let I and L be ideals of K[Gj with I standard. 
(i) If L is an intersection of almost faithful primes, then L is almost faithful. 
Furthermore, L is the intersection of its finitely many minimal covering primes and 
each of these is almost faithful. 
(ii) I is almost faithful. Furthermore, In K[A] is the intersection of its 
finitely many minimal covering primes and each of these is an almost faithful prime of 
KM. 
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Proof. (i) Certainly L is semiprime, so L = PI n Pz n ... n P, is the 
irredundant intersection of its finitely many minimal covering primes 
PI 9 pz ,‘.., P, . Suppose that the numbering is so chosen that PI , Pz ,..., P, are 
almost faithful and that the rest are not. Now by assumption, L = njQj is an 
intersection of almost faithful primes. For each j, Qj > L so Qi > Pi for some i. 
But P,+ _C Qi+ so Pi is almost faithful and i < s. Thus Qi 2 PI n P, n ... n P, 
and hence L = (J. Qj 1 PI n Pz n ..’ n P, . The irredundancy now yields 
s = n and all the minimal covering primes are almost faithful. Finally, since 
L C P, , we have L+ 6 PI+ and L is almost faithful. 
(ii) By (i) applied to the ideal In K[A], we see that In K[LI] is the 
intersection of its finitely many minimal covering primes and each of these is 
almost faithful. iMoreover I n K[A] is almost faithful. Finally since I = 
(I n K[A]) K[Gl, it follows immediately that I+ C A so I+ C (1 n K[A])+ and I is 
almost faithful. 
If I is a standard ideal, then from I = (I n K[A]) K[G] we see that K[(=1/1 is 
a crossed product of G/A over the ring K[A]/(I n K[A]). Now in general the 
usual A-reduction (see [7, Chapter 41) cannot be applied to crossed products. 
However, here the coefficient ring is not far from being central and because of 
this the methods do apply. One can better understand the next two lemmas by 
first looking at the special case in which A(G) = 9’(G), the center of G, and 
In K[A] = M is a maximal ideal of K[A]. Then K[q/I=P[q, a twisted 
group ring of G = G/A over the field F = K[A]/M. Now the usual A-reduction 
in Ft[G] (see [6] or a neater version, presently unpublished) involves the pro- 
jection into the subgroup A”(G). H owever, the additional assumption that M 
is an almost faithful ideal of K[A] implies that At(G) = (1) and hence we are 
actually projecting into F = K[A]/(I n K[A]). This is what happens in general. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let hi: G e U(R) for i = 1, 2 ,..., n be n distinct linear characters 
(homomorphisms) of G into the group of units of the commutative integral domain R. 
Furthermore, let 01~ , 01~ ,..., ol, belong to a torsion free left R-module V. Suppose that 
T is a subset of G and that for all x E T 
u+, + &(X)% + ..’ + h,(x)cc, = 0. 
Then either all ai = 0 or there exist g, , g, ,..., g, E G for some jinite m with 
nzlTgj = 0. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 1, then certainly either a1 = 0 
or T = O. Suppose now that n > 1 and that ~yr # 0. Since h, # h, there exists 
g E G with h,(g) # A,(g). Of course, g need not belong to T. Set S = T n Tg-1. 
IfxESthenxETandxgETsowehave 
0 = 5 hi(xg)ai = i X,(x) Ad(g 
1 1 
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and 
0 = h,(g) f h,(x)%, = i hi(X) A,(g)cq . 
1 1 
Subtracting then yields 
n-1 
for all x E S. Since 01~ # 0, h,(g) # h,(g) and V is a torsion free left R-module, 
we see that the above is a nontrivial relation which holds for all x E S. Hence, by 
induction, there exist g, , g, ,..., g, E G with fly Sgj = O. Then certainly 
and the result follows. 
If ol E K[G] with OL = C a~ and if S is a subset of G, then the segment of 01 
in S is defined to be COES a$. In particular if S = A, then the segment of (y. in d 
is e(a) where 0: K[Gj -+ K[d] is the usual projection map. 
The following lemma is stated in somewhat more generality than we require. 
In fact, in its applications in this paper, we will always take H = G. The more 
general version can be used to give an alternate proof of some special cases of 
[S, Lemma lo]. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let I be a standard ideal of K[G] and let 01~ , 01~ ,..., CX, & , 
B 2 ,..., /3fi E K[G’j. Suppose that 
a,~/?, + OL~X/~~ + ... + CL,X/~, = 0 mod I 
for all x E H, a Jixed subgroup of G of finite index. Then 
and 
e(q)/% + e(4P2 + ... + 0(4/L = 0 modI 
+vl) + +v,) + .. . + d(p,) = 0 mod I 
ebl) w4) + 44 e(h) + ... + +:,) e(h) = 0 mod I. 
Proof. Since I is controlled by A, B(I) C I. Hence the third equation above 
follows from the first or second by applying 8. The first two equations are just 
right-left analogues of each other so we will only prove the first one. 
Let 2 = 2’(A) and let d,(G) be the complete inverse image in G of d(G/d). 
Since [A : z] < co, it is clear that any element of d,(G) has only finitely many 
G-conjugates modulo 2. Let 
w = C,(d) n C,(Ll,/Z). 
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Then since both d and d, are finitely generated and [G : H] < co, it follows 
immediately that [G : IVj < co. 
Suppose a E A, . Then since W centralizes A,/2 and A, the commutator 
x-Qzxa-1 = h,(x) is contained in 2 for all x E W. Indeed .+a~ = h,(x)u and 
A,: W---f 2 is a homomorphism. To see the latter, let X, y E W. Then 
h,(xy)a = y-‘(x-‘ux)y = y-‘(h,(x)a)y 
and since y centralizes A,(x) this yields 
4z(xYb = Jw)(Y-l~Y) = 44x) UY)U. 
Note that if a E A, then Aa = 1. Conversely, if A, = 1, then C,(u) 3_ W and 
UEA. 
We can now begin the proof. Let 
(U SUPP “i)\d, = {n, yz ,a..> 
u Supp A = (a1 , a2 ,...I. 
Pick any fixed v E G. We show that the segment of Ci O(CQ)/?, in the coset Av 
is in fact contained in Lv where L = In K[A]. 
Set 
S = {x E W 1 x+yixzlc E Av for some j, K}. 
Observe that x-ryj’ixzk = v mod A is equivalent to &yjx = vz;’ mod A so the 
set of x satisfying this particular equation is either empty or a coset of Cw(yi 
mod A). Hence S is a finite union of appropriate right cosets of Cw(yj mod A). 
But [G : W] < co and each yj $ A, so [W: Cw(yj mod A)] = cc. It follows from 
[7, Lemma 4.2.11 that S # W and indeed for any finite number of elements 
g, , g, ,..., g, E W we have ui Sgi # W. Hence if T = W\S, then ni Tgi # ,CZ. 
Let x E T. Then since I = (In K[A]) K[Gj = LK[Gj, the segment of 
xi x-$x/~~ in the coset Av is contained in Lv. Furthermore, since x $ S we 
see that ~+y~x.z~ $ Av for all j, k. 
Thus we see that all the contribution to this Av segment comes from those 
a E Supp oli with u E A, . Now for all such a E A, we know that x-lax = h,(x)u 
where A,: W + Zis a homomorphism. Hence if we multiply out all such products 
in ~-‘ti~x,3~ which yield a Av term and if we group terms with the same homo- 
morphism hi we obtain a formula of the form 
4(x)y, + h2(3+2 + .‘. + UX)Y, ELV. 
Here yr , yz ,..., yr E K[Gj and A, , A, ,..., A, are distinct homomorphisms 
Ai: W -+ 2. Suppose A, = 1. Then as we observed earlier, A, = 1 if and only if 
a E A and hence we see immediately that yi is precisely the Au segment of 
C O(&, . Therefore the goal now is to show that yr E Lv C I. 
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Since I is standard, L = In K[A] = nS QS an intersection of almost faithful 
primes Qs . Fix one such Qs . Observe that Q,K[G] is a left K[d]-submodule of 
K[Gj and hence that I’, = K[q/Q,K[G] is a left K[A]-module. In fact, Q, acts 
trivially on Irs so V, is clearly a free left K[A]/Q,-module, with coset represen- 
tatives of A in G as a free basis. If R, = Z(K[d]/Q,), then since K[A]/Qs is 
prime, it follows immediately that R, is a commutative integral domain and that 
V,? is a torsion free left R,-module. 
Let -: K[G] -+ V’, . Then since Lv _C Qsv and since X,(X) E A, we have 
for all x E T. 
Note that hi(x) E 2 = %(A) so that A&) E R, and in fact AG) is a unit in R, . 
Thus hi: W---f 2 + U(R,) is a linear character of Wand 
for all x E T. Now we wish to apply Lemma 1.2 here to conclude that g = 0. But 
in order to do this, we must first show that & # & for any j # 1. To this end, 
suppose that hi = A, for some a E A, and that & = r1 = 1. Then for all x E W, 
h,(x) = 1 mod Qs so h,(x) E Q,+, the finite kernel of the almost faithful ideal Qs . 
It then follows that [W : C,(a)] = 1 h,(W)/ is finite so a E A. But then hj = 
A, = 1 and j = 1. Now by merging together those &‘s which are equal, we see 
that the hypothesis of Lemma 1.2 is satisfied and that ny Tgj f ia for all 
g1 T g2 Y.'.> g, E W. Hence, since the A, term is not merged with any other, we 
conclude that jjl = 0. 
We have therefore shown that yi cQ$[Gj for all s. Thus 
y1 E (-) Q,K[Gj = LK[G] = I. 
But y1 is the Av segment of C B(a& an d since this holds for all v E G, we con- 
clude that x 0(a,)/3, E I. The result follows. 
Once such a d-reduction is obtained, a number of related propositions follow 
easily as in [7, Chapter 41. This will be apparent at the beginning of the next two 
sections and in the concluding result of this section which is given below. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let I be a standard ideal of K[GJ. Then I is semiprime and in 
fact a finite intersection of standard primes. Moreover, if L is an almost faithful 
prime ideal of K[A], then 
is a standard prime. 
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Proof. Write In K[A] = niLi , an intersection of almost faithful primes. 
Let A and B be ideals of K[Gj with AB C I. Then for all ti E A, /3 E B, x E G we 
have x/3 E B so OZC~ E AB C1. Hence, by Lemma 1.3, O(a) 0(/3) ~1 n K[A] and 
therefore B(A) B(B) C I n K[A]. If A = B, then since I n K[A] is a semiprime 
ideal of K[A], we have B(A) Cl n K[A] and hence, by [7, Lemma 1.1.51, 
A C B(A) K[G] C (In K[A]) K[G] = I. 
Thus 1 is semiprime. 
Xext suppose that all the Lj’s are G-conjugate and let AB Cl. Then 
L, 1 In K[A] 2 B(A) B(B) and L, is p rime so say L, 2 B(A). But B(A) is G-in- 
variant and all the Lj’s are G-conjugate, so Lj >_ B(A) for allj. Hence I n K[A] = 
fij Lj 2 B(A) and as above this yields A C 1. Thus I is prime. In particular, if L is 
an almost faithful prime of K[A], then since P = (&, L”) K[q is clearly 
standard, we conclude that P is a standard prime. 
Finally, if I is standard, write In K[A] = L, n L, n ... n L, , a finite 
intersection of almost faithful primes by Lemma 1 .l. For each i, set Pi = 
(nzeC Liz) K[Gj so that, by the result of the preceding paragraph, each Pi is a 
standard prime. Since I n K[A] is G-invariant, we conclude that 
6 pi = (0 (I Liz) WI = (cG (I n 4W) WI 
1 Z:EG i 
= (In K[A]) K[G] = I 
and the result follows. 
2. THE CENTER OF STANDARD PRIMES 
If R is a commutative integral domain which is a K-algebra, then we let 
t.d. R = t.d. KR denote the transcendence degree of the field of fractions 2(R) 
over K. Thus t.d. R is either a nonnegative integer or the symbol CO. Since R 
generates 2(R) over K, we know that t.d. R is the size of a maximal K-algebrai- 
cally independent subset of R. 
DEFINITION. If P is a prime ideal of K[G], then we define the center of P, 
Z(P), to equal 
T(P) = fWWl/P), 
the center of the prime ring K[G]/P. Thus T(P) is a K-algebra and a commuta- 
tive integral domain. 
In this section we study the center of a standard prime. To start with, we have 
the following simple consequence of Lemma 1.3. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let I be a standard ideal of K[G]. If LY E K[Gj is central mod&o I, 
then 01 = O(a) mod I. 
Proof. For all x E G we have ~1 - lxol E I so Lemma 1.3 yields 
e(a)1 - e( l)ti E I. Thus 01 = e(a) mod I. 
In other words, the problem of studying the center of a standard prime has 
now been reduced to d(G). Therefore, we first consider a few basic properties of 
primes in the group algebra of an fc. group H. Recall that h(G) denotes the 
Hirsch number of G. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let H be an f.c. group and let Q be a prime ideal of K[H]. Moreover 
let N 4 H and let L be a minimal covering prime of Q n K[N]. 
(i) a(Q) is a$nitely generated K-algebra and 
t.d. S(Q) < h(H) 
(ii) t-d. 9(Q) > t.d. T’(L) 
with equality ;f [H : N] < 03. 
(iii) If Q is almost faithful, then so is L and both primes are standard. 
Proof. Since His an f.c. group, we can let 2 be a torsion free central subgroup 
of H of finite index. Thus K[Zj is a Noetherian domain and K[H] is a finitely 
generated K[Z]-module. Let 
B=(~~K[ffla+Q~~“(Q)l 
Then K[Z] C B C K[H] and hence B is also a finitely generated K[Z]-module. 
It follows that B is a finitely generated K-algebra and hence so is a(Q) = 
(B + Q)/Q. Furthermore, 9(Q) is a finitely generated module over (K[Zj + 
QNQ so 
t.d. a(Q) = t.d. (K[Z] + Q)/Q < h(H) 
since Z is free abelian on precisely h(H) generators. This proves (i). 
Now let N Q H and set W = N n Z. Observe that Q n K[N] = 
L, n L, n ... n L, is a finite intersection of prime ideals Lj all H-conjugate to L 




(K[Wl + L)IL = (K[Wl + Q,/Q. 
But, by the above, 
and 
t.d. a(Q) = t.d. (K[Z] + Q)/Q 
t.d. B(L) = t.d. (K[W] + L)/L 
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since W is a torsion free central subgroup of N of finite index. Thus since 
we have t.d. b(L) < t.d. 3(Q). Moreover, if [H : N] < co, then we can take 
2 = Win the above and deduce that t.d. 5?‘(L) = t.d. a(Q). 
Finally ifQ+ is finite, then, sinceL+ n W = Q+ n Wis finite and [N : W] < ‘;o, 
we have L+ finite. Thus since H = A(H), both these ideals are standard. 
The simple relations in (ii) above do not hold for arbitrary groups. Counter- 
examples are offered in the next two sections. To handle standard primes, we use 
?z?(K[Gj) instead of K[Z] in the above argument, so we first need the following. 
LEMMA 2.3. ZY(K[Gj) is a finitely generated K-algebra and K[A] is a finitely 
generated S?(K[Gl)-module. 
Proof. If A = Z(K[G]), then since A C K[A] and d is finitely generated, 
[7, Lemma 4.1.101 implies that A is a finitely generated K-algebra. Let 2 = 
SY(A(G)) and let G = G/C,(A). Then G is finite, Z 4 G and G acts as ring 
automorphisms on K[Z] with fixed ring B = A n K[Z]. If 01 E K[Z], then a! 
satisfies the manic polynomial 
f(5) = n (5 - 4 
BEG 
and f (5) is clearly a polynomial with coefficients in B. Thus K[Z] is integral over 
B and, since K[Z] is a finitely generated commutative K-algebra, we see that 
K[Z] is a finitely generated B-module. But [A : Z] < 00 so K[A] is a finitely 
generated K[Z]-module and hence a finitely generated B-module. Since B C A, 
the result follows. 
Observe that Z(K[C;I) maps into S(P) = %(K[G]/P) under the natural 
homomorphism. The following is our main result on the center of standard 
primes. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let P be a standardprime of K[G] and let Q be a minimal 
covering prime of P n K[A]. Then 
(i) 9’(P) is afinitely generated K-algebra. 
(ii) t.d. Z(P) = t.d. a(Q) <h(A). 
(iii) If char K = 0, then 
b(P) = =fWWClY(P n =VWl)). 
(iv) If char K # 0, then 
%“(K[Fl)I(P f-l =wvm c =wY c wIP n WI) 
and Z(P) is aJinitely generated module over the smaller ring. 
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Proof. Let -: K[Gj -+ K[G]/P be the natural homomorphism. Set A = 
B(K[Gj) and let 
Then A C B and, by Lemma 2.1, B = Z(P). Observe that, by Lemma 2.3, A 
is a finitely generated K-algebra and B is an A-submodule of the finitely generated 
A-module K[A]. 
Thus since A is Noetherian, B is also a finitely generated A-module. We 
conclude that 
ALE = c%‘(P)C K[d] 
and that B is a finitely generated A-module. This yields (i) and (iv) since A is a 
finitely generated K-algebra. Furthermore, we have 
t.d. T(P) = t.d. A. 
NOW PnK[A] = Q1nQ2n . ..nQ., a finite intersection of minimal 
covering primes. Then each Qi is G-conjugate to Q. It follows immediately from 
this that P n A = Q n A and hence that 
A C Z(Q) C K[A]/Q 
Thus the same argument as above shows that 9(Q) is a finitely generated 
A-module and therefore 
t.d. Z(Q) = t.d. A = t.d. Z(P). 
Part (ii) now follows from Lemma 2.2 with H = A(G). 
Finally suppose that char K = 0. Let W = G/C,(A) so that W is a finite 
group which acts on K[A] by conjugation. Let ,!I E B and set 
Then certainly 01 E A and since p E S!‘(P) we have 
oc= 1 WI-l.1 wlp=p. 
Thus A = B = T(P), so (iii) follows and the lemma is proved. 
We remark that by using a norm map rather than a trace map in the above, one 
can easily show that if A(G) is abelian, then T(P) is a purely inseparable 
extension of Z(K[G])/(P n S(K[G])). W e c ose 1 this section with two examples 
showing that equality need not occur in (iv). The second one was pointed out to 
us by I. M. Isaacs. 
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EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime and set 
G = (x, y, x 1 z is central, zp = 1, x-ly-lxy = z). 
Then G/(z) = (x) x (7) is free abelian of rank 2. Let char K = p and define 
P = (1 - z)K[q. Then 
K[q/P = K[G/(z)l = K[@> x (31 
is a commutative domain and P is a prime ideal. Note that P is standard since 
G = d(G) and P+ = (z) is finite. 
Observe that 2 = Z(G) = (xv, yp, z). If A, is the conjugacy class sum of a 
noncentral element g E G, then it is trivial to see that g hasp conjugates and that 
R, = g(l + x + ... f S-1) = g(1 - z)P--l E P. 
Hence we see that 
~uw?l)I(P n 15”w?l)) = WI/P n WI) 
= K[(LP) x (p)] 
and this is not the full center of K[G]/P = K[(%) x (r)]. 
EXAMPLE. Unfortunately, the prime in the preceding example was not 
faithful. We obtain a faithful example here with G a finite group. Let G z 
S&(4) E Alt, . Then the natural homomorphism 
p: G --+ X,(4) C M,(4), 
where the latter is the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over GF(4), certainly extends to an 
epimorphism p: K[q --f Ms(4) where K = GF(2). In particular, if P = ker p, 
then P is clearly a faithful prime of K[G]. Furthermore, G = d(G) so P is 
standard. 
Since G&(4) = S&(4) x .Z(GL,(4)), we see immediately that all nontrivial 
idempotents of M,(4) are conjugate under the action of H = S&(4). In par- 
ticular, if e = (i i), then since CH(e) = {(z 8-1)} has order 3, there are precisely 
20 such idempotents. Now in ChEH eh, each idempotent occurs precisely three 
times and hence each idempotent eh = f can be paired with its complement 
1 - fin a one-to-one manner to yield a subsumf + (1 - f) = 1. But there are 
30 such pairs, so we conclude that xheH eh = 30 = 0. Furthermore, the idem- 
potents in Ms(4) span the space over GF(4) so we deduce immediately that for 
all a e kf2(4), xhpH ffh = 0. 
Now let x f 1 be an element of odd order in G. Then C,(X) = (x) so the 
corresponding class sum in K[G] is given by 
i, = ;(x)l-’ c XR. 
OEG 
481/57/z-7 
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Hence 
Pk!) = l(x) 1-l c Fwh = 0 
heH 
by the observation of the preceding paragraph. Now in G, the only elements of 
even order are involutions and these are all conjugate. Ify is one such involution, 
then p(k,) is certainly a scalar matrix which is the sum of all involutions in 
H = S&(4). Let u denote the automorphism of M,(4) induced by the nontrivial 
field automorphism of GF(4) over GF(2). Then u certainly permutes the involu- 
tions of 5X,(4), so (T fixes ~(6,) and p(&,) = 0 or 1. In fact, p(k,) = 1, but this is 
irrelevant here. Finally p(&) = 1 so we see that 
On the other hand, 9(P) = s(Ma(4)) = GF(4), so we have obtained a second 
counterexample. We note that the field extension here is GF(4)/GF(2) and this is 
separable. 
3. THE HEART OF STANDARD PRIMES 
If I is a semiprime ideal of K[Gj, then K[G’j/I is a semiprime right and left 
Noetherian ring. Thus work of Goldie [3, Theorem 1.371 implies that K[GJ/I 
has a classical right and left ring of quotients 2!(K[q/I) which is semisimple 
Artinian. In addition, if I = P is prime, then Z?(K[GJP) is simple. 
DEFINITION. Let I be a semiprime ideal of K[G]. Then we define the heart of 
Jj &‘(I), to be the center of S(K[G]/I). Thus X(I) is a finite direct sum of fields. 
Furthermore, if I = P is prime, then X(P) is a field extension of K and we 
define the central rank of P to be 
c.r. P = t.d. S(P). 
In this section we study the heart and central rank of a standard prime. The 
first two arguments below are based on the work of M. Smith on the case P = 0 
(see [7, Theorem 4.4.51). Recall that if R is a commutative integral domain, then 
22(R) denotes its field of fractions. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P be a prime ideal of K[G]. If 01 E K[Gj is regular module P, 
then there exists y E K[G] such that 
Qm) = [ mod P 
where 5 is central in K[C;I and regular mod&o P. 
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Proof. Set A = B(K[Gj). Then by L emma 2.3, A is a finitely generated 
K-algebra and K[d] is a finitely generated A-module. Set L = P n K[d] so that 
L is a semiprime ideal of K[A]. Then P n A = L n A and A/(P n A) is central 
in the prime ring K[G]/P. Thus every element of A\(P n A) is regular modulo P. 
In particular, every element of A\(L n A) is regular in K[d]/L. 
If -: K[A] - K[A]/L denotes the natural map, then it is trivial to form the -- 
ring of fractions A-lK[d] = E and this is contained in Z?.(K[O]/L). But E is a 
finite dimensional algebra over the field A-IA so E is Artinian and every regular 
element of E is invertible. Hence E = 9(K[A]/L) is semisimple and we deduce 
that every proper left ideal of E has a nontrivial right annihilator. 
Write a! = C xioli with 01~ E K[A] and with the xi’s in distinct cosets of A in G. 
Consider the left ideal I = C Eel, C E. If I f E, then there exists a nonzero right 
annihilator of I in E and say this element is i;-ij5 with TV E A\(L n A), p E K[A]. 
Then p $ P and IF = 0 so qp EL C P for all i. This shows that alp E P and 01 is 
not regular modulo P, a contradiction. Thus I = E and we have 
for suitable ci E A\(L n A), (TV E K[d]. Therefore, by multiplying through by 
[=ni&,weseethat[EA\(AnP) is central in K[G], regular modulo P and 
c = Ci yioli mod L for suitable yi E K[A]. 
Finally set y = xi yixil E K[C;I. Then y01 = xii yix;‘xjolj so certainly 
B(y~l) = c ypi I 5 mod L 
and hence 
I!+) - 5 mod P. 
We can now easily prove 
THEOREM 3.2. If P is a standard prime of K[Gj, then 
Z(P) = ?qzqP))* 
Proof. Clearly 
and 9(P) consists of regular elements of K[G]/P. Thus S!(T(P)) C X’(P). 
In the other direction, let E-$ E S(P) with 01, /3 E K[G] and with -: K[G] -+ 
K[G]/P denoting the natural map. Then for all p E K[(;1 we have g-lpp = 
pi-y7 so gi = EjiG-lp. I n particular, if p = x01 for x E G, then we have 
,9xa - CL@ = 0 mod P 
for all x E G. 
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Since ol is regular modulo P, Lemma 3.1 asserts the existence of an element 
y E K[G] with B(y~u) = 5 mod P where 5 is central in K[Gl and regular modulo P. 
Thus by premultiplying the above linear identity by y, we have 
(.y&w - (ycu)x/l E 0 mod P 
for all x E G. Lemma 1.3 now yields 
e(yjl)ti - 8(p)/? E 0 mod P 
so @/3)ar = @ mod P. Thus in Z?(K[q/P) we have 
But 5-l and cE?p are central so surely O(yrs) = [(??lp) is central and we see that 
&-‘f? E A!( T(P)). Th’ IS is the reverse inclusion and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let P be a standard prime of K[G] and let Q be a minimal 
covering prime of P n K[A]. Then 
(i) H(P) is a finitely generated field extension of K. 
(ii) c.r. Q = c.r. P = t.d. 2’(P) < h(A). 
(iii) If char K = 0, then 
W’) = ~~WWIMP n ~VWI))). 
(iv) If char K f 0, then X(P) is a jinite algebraic extension of 
Proof. Since Q is an almost faithful prime of K[A], Q is a standard prime of 
K[A]. This result is now an immediate consequence of the preceding theorem and 
Proposition 2.4 since H(P) = 2(%“(P)) and &‘(Q) = 9(9(Q)). 
We remark that, as can be seen by the examples at the end of Section 2, 
equality need not occur in (iv) above. 
Let P be a standard prime of K[C;I and let N 4 G. If Q is a minimal covering 
prime of P n K[N], then it is quite possible that c.r. Q > c.r. P. However, as 
we will see below, there does exist a prime ideal of K[N] containing P n K[N] 
which is closely related to this ideal and of small central rank. We first require 
two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let N u G, let Q be a prime ideal of K[Nj and set L = nrsG 8”. 
(i) If I is a G-invariant ideal of K[N] with I > L, then I contains a regular 
element mod&o L. 
(ii) If P is any minimal covering prime of LK[G], then P n K[m = L. 
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Proof. (i) Let -: K[N] + K[A”j/,C denote the natural homomorphism. By 
[3, Theorem 1.37, Proof] it suffices to show that 4 is essential as a right ideal of 
K[Nl. So suppose T is a nonzero right ideal of K[N] such that T n 1 = 0. Then 
T is contained in the left annihilator of 1 in K[N] which is therefore a nonzero 
G-invariant ideal of K[iV]. Thus we have found two nonzero G-invariant ideals 
in K[N] annihilating each other. But this is impossible since K[Nl is a G-prime 
ring. 
(ii) Since P >LK[G], we have I = P n K[N] 3 L. If I > L, then since 1 is 
G-invariant, we conclude from (i) above that 1 contains an element ol which is 
regular modulo L. Thus (II E P and 01 is regular modulo LK[q. But this contra- 
dicts [3, Theorem 2.5 and 2.171 w rc asserts that regular elements modulo an h’ h 
ideal remain regular modulo minimal covering primes. 
Recall that a field K is absolute if and only if it is an algebraic extension of a 
finite field. Hence if K is absolute, then the multiplicative group K’ is periodic. 
On the other hand, if K is nonabsolute, then, since K contains either the rationals 
Q or the rational function field GF(P)( 5) f or some p, we see that K’ contains a free 
abelian group of infinite rank. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let U Q G with U C A(G) and let Q be an almost faithful prime 
ideal of K[ U]. Then there exists a standard prime ideal P of K[G] such that 
(i) P n K[U] = nrEG p. 
(ii) If S(Q) is nonabsolute, then c.r. P = c.r. Q, 
(iii) If Z(Q) is absoZute, then c.r. P < I. 
Proof. Let 2 = Z(A(G)) so that [A(G) : z] < co and choose A to be a 
subgroup of 2 maximal with respect to being torsion free and A n U = (1). 
Then clearly (A, U) = A x U is a normal subgroup of A(G) of finite index. 
We first extend Q to K[A x U] and for this there are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. X(Q) is nonabsolute. 
Let R = 22(K[UJ/Q) so that there is a natural homomorphism A: U + R’, 
where R’ is the group of units of R. IfF = Z(Q) = S(R), then F is nonabsolute 
so F’ contains a free abelian group of infinite rank. But X(U) n F’ is finitely 
generated, so we can clearly define CL: A +F’ to be a monomorphism with 
p(A)nh(U) =p(A)n(h(U)nF’) =(I). 
Thus since Q is almost faithful, it follows immediately that p x A: A x C’ - R’ 
has a finite kernel. Now p x X extends to a homomorphism p: K[A x U] + R 
with ker p = T. Then surely T+ is finite so T is almost faithful. In addition, the 
image of p is contained between K[ Uj/Q and 2?(K[ U]/Q). It therefore follows that 
T is a prime ideal. Moreover T n K[ v] = Q and 2?(K[A x U]/T) = S?(K[ UJ/Q) 
so S(T) = F = A?(Q) and c.r. T = c.r. Q. 
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Case 2. s(Q) is absolute. 
Let F = z(Q) so that F’ is periodic. Since every element of U n Z maps to 
%“F[WQ) C F> we see that the image of U n Z is periodic and hence 
[U n Z : Q+ n Z] < CO. But Q+ is finite and [A : Z] < 03 so we deduce 
immediately that U is finite. Thus R = K[Uj/Q is in fact simple with center F. 
Let F(l) be the rational function field over F in the indeterminate 5. Then 
since R is simple with center F, we conclude that F(l) OF R is simple with 
center F(4). Now there is a natural homomorphism h: U -+ R’ _CF(<) @ R. 
Furthermore, since F(t) is nonabsolute, there is a monomorphism CL: A -F(t)’ C 
F(c) @ R. Thus since U is finite, it is clear that p x X: A x U-F(<) @ R has 
a finite kernel. Now p x X extends to a homomorphism 
/J: K[A x U] -F(5) 0 R 
with ker p = T. Surely T+ is finite so T is almost faithful. In addition, the image 
of p is clearly p(K[A]) @ R and this is prime with ring of quotients P OF R 
where F is the field of fractions of p(K[A])F. Thus T is a prime ideal, 
T n K[U] = Q, $?(K[A x U]/T) = F OF R and s(T) = p. Since F is 
absolute and F c F(c), we have clearly cr. T ,< 1. 
In either case, we have a prime ideal T of K[A x U] extending Q which is 
almost faithful and has suitable central rank. Since A x U 4 A(G), Lemma 3.4 
implies that there exists a prime ideal S of K[A] with S n K[A x U] = 
nzpd Tz. Furthermore, since [A : A x U] < co, we deduce that S is almost 
faithful and that 0 Tz is a finite intersection. 
Thus T is in fact a minimal covering prime of S n K[A x U] so Lemma 2.2 
yields t.d. a(S) = t.d. T(T). But S and T are clearly standard primes in 
K[A] and K[A x U] respectively, so Corollary 3.3 yields 
c.r. S = t.d. a(S) = t.d. T(T) = c.r. T. 
Finally set P = (nzGc S”) K[G]. Then, by Proposition 1.4, P is a standard 
prime of K[Gj. S ince U_CA x UCAwehave 
Pnqu] =(fi P)nK[U] 
.EC 
= cTG Tx i i n zqu] = n p. XEG 
Moreover, since [G : C,(A)] < CO, noEG 5’” is a finite intersection so S is a 
minimal covering prime of P n K[A] = nssG S”. It therefore follows from 
Corollary 3.3 that c.r. P = cr. S = c.r. T. Since c.r. T has all the appropriate 
properties, the result follows. 
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We can now prove 
THEOREM 3.6. Let P be a standard prime of K[G] and let N 4 G. Then there 
exists a standard prime Q of K[iVj such that 
(i) p n KWI = fLG Q 
(ii) If S(P) is nonabsolute, then c.r. Q < c.r. P 
(iii) If%(P) is absolute, then c.r. Q < 1. 
Proof. Let V = d(N) and U = Nn A(G) so that U 4 N and U C 
d(N) = V. Since P is standard we have P = (P n K[d(G)]) K[G] and hence 
B(P) C P. 
Thus if n: K[iVj - K[U] is the natural projection, then since U = N n A(G) 
we have 
,(P n K[Nj) = B(P n K[N’j) C P n K[Nj 
and we conclude that P n K[N’j = (P n K[U]) K[N]. Let PI be a minimal 
covering prime of P n K[U]. Then since U 4 G, PI has only finitely many 
G-conjugates and P n K[U’j = nzoC Plx. 
We show now that PI is almost faithful and that c.r. PI < c.r. P. To this end, 
let L, be a minimal covering prime of P n K[d(G)]. Then by assumption and 
Corollary 3.3, L, is almost faithful and c.r. P = c.r. L, = t.d. aO(LJ. Now 
P n K[A(G)] = nxEc LIZ is a finite intersection so 
P, 2 P n K[G] = 
c 1 
n L,= n K[U] 
ZEG 
= () (4 n K[UIY, 
XEG 
again a finite intersection. Thus replacing L, by a conjugate, if necessary, we can 
assume that 
Hence PI is a minimal covering prime of L, n K[U]. Since& is almost faithful, 
we therefore conclude from Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 3.3 that PI is almost 
faithful and that 
c.r. PI = t.d. S(P]) < t.d. S’(L,) = c.r. P. 
Now U Q N and UC d(N) so we can apply Lemma 3.5 to the ideal PI to 
obtain a standard prime Q of K[N] with Q n K[U] = nzEN PI”. Moreover, if 
Y(P,) is nonabsolute, then c.r. Q < c.r. PI < cr. P and if *(PI) is absolute, 
then c.r. Q < 1. Thus in particular the only time the inequality c.r. Q < c.r. P 
fails to hold is when X(PJ is absolute and cr. P = 0. But in this case, K is 
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absolute and X’(P) is algebraic over K, so X(P) is absolute and we have 
possibility (iii). 
Finally we consider fizsc p. Since each p is standard, it is clear that nzEc Q 
is also standard. Hence I = ( nesG p) n K[ V] is a finite intersection of minimal 
covering primes each of which is almost faithful. Say I = Tl n T, n ... n T, . 
But lis G-invariant so each Ti has only finitely many G-conjugates. We can now 
apply [8, Theorem D] to the action of G on the prime Ti of K[V]. Since V is an 
f.c. group and U = V n d(G), we conclude from that theorem that each Ti is 
controlled by 0; that is Ti = ( Ti n K[U]) K[ V]. Hence I = 0: Ti = 
(I n K[ U]) K[ V]. But clearly 
Thus 
In K[U] = n (Q n K[UJ)z = n PI” = P n K[U]. 
xtc XEG 
,?, p- = IK[N] = (I n K[ U]) K[iV] 
= (P n K[U]) K[N] = P n K[N] 
by the result of the first paragraph. This clearly yields the result. 
We remark that If(P) is absolute if and only if K is absolute and c.r. P = 0. 
We close this section with an example concerning this special case. 
EXAMPLE. Let G be infinite with d(G) = (1). Then, by Proposition 1.4, 
P = 0 is a standard prime of K[G]. Furthermore, Corollary 3.3(ii) yields 
c.r. P = 0. 
Now G is infinite so G has a normal torsion free abelian subgroup A and 
Q = P n K[A] = 0 is a prime ideal of K[A]. Since Z’(Q) is the field of fractions 
of K[A], we conclude that cr. Q = h(A) and this could be chosen arbitrarily 
large. Thus the simple relations of Lemma 2.2(ii) do not carry over to groups G 
which are not f.c. 
Now suppose K is absolute and 1etL be a prime ideal of K[A] with c.r. L = 0. 
Then K[A]/L is absolute and it follows that [A :I,+] < 00. Thus L+ > An for 
some n and since An Q G we conclude that A” is contained in the kernel of 
(IzEEEc Lx. Hence nzsc Lx # 0 = P n K[A]. This shows that (iii) of Theorem 3.6 
is an exceptional case which can indeed occur. 
4. ARBITRARY PRIME IDEALS 
The goal now is to extend, when possible, the main results of the last section to 
arbitrary primes P. This can be done because recent work of Roseblade implies 
that primes are closely related to standard primes. To be more precise, we start 
by recalling a definition from [8]. 
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A group G is said to be orbitally sound if and only if for all subgroups H of G, 
[G : No(H)] < co implies that [H : coreo H] < co. Here of course, coreo H = 
n,,o Hx is the largest normal subgroup of G contained in H. It is trivial to see 
that the orbitally sound property is inherited by quotient groups and by sub- 
groups of finite index. The key results of [8] we need are as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. (Roseblade) Let G be a polycyclic-by-Jinite group. 
(i) G has a characteristic subgroup G,, of$nite index which is orbitally sound. 
(ii) If G is orbitally sound, then every almost faithful prime ideal of K[C;I is 
standard. 
Proof. Part (i) is just [8, Theorem C.21 with Ga = nio G. For part (ii), see 
[8, Paragraph 1.41. 
Now let P be an arbitrary prime ideal and let G,, be as in (i) above. Then 
PnK[G,] =PInP,n...nP, 
is a finite intersection of a full set of G-conjugate minimal covering primes. Now 
Pi need not be faithful, but its image isi in K[G,,/P,+] will surely be. Furthermore 
Go/Pi+ is still orbitally sound so (ii) above implies that pi is standard. In this 
way we see that P is closely related to the standard primes pi . We will use this 
observation freely in the remainder of this paper. 
We now consider S(P). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be a ring containing the division ring D. If Z = 2(D), then 
dim, C,(D) < dim, A. 
Proof. It is clear that C,(D) is a subring of A containing the field 2 in its 
center. Hence C,(D) is a Z-algebra. Let x,, , x1 ,..., x, be elements of CA(D) which 
are left D-dependent. The lemma will be proved by showing that x,, , x1 ,..., X, 
also satisfy a nontrivial relation over 2. 
Choose a nontrivial D-relation of minimal length and say it involves x0 , 
Xl ,.‘., x, with m < n. Thus we have 
d,,x, + dIxl + ... + d,x, = 0 
with all di E D, di # 0. By premultiplying by d&l, we can assume that d,, = 1. 
Now if d E D, then xid = dxi and hence 
= fj (did - dd,)x 
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is a D-relation of shorter length. Thus this relation must be trivial and we 
conclude that did = ddi for all d, i. Therefore d, E 2 and we have shown that 
X ,, , x1 ,..., x, are Z-linearly dependent. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let H be a normal subgroup of G of finite index and let P be a prime 
ideal of K[G]. Write 
PnK[H] =PInP,n-..nP,, 
a jkite intersection of G-conjugate minimal covering primes. Then 
(i) P is a minimal covering prime for (P n K[H]) K[GJ 
(ii) S(K[H]/(P n K[H])) C b(K[G]/P) 
and in fact the larger ring is a finitely generated left and right module over the 
smaller ring. 
(iii) c.r. P = c.r. Pi . 
(iv) X(P) is a finitely generated field extension of K ;f and only if Z(PJ is. 
Proof. (i) This is [2, Lemma 3.21. 
(ii) We surely have the natural inclusions 
K[H]/(P n K[H]) _C K[q/P _C Z?(K[G]/P). 
Let ol be an element of K[H] with ol = 01+ (P n K[H]) regular in K[H]/(P n 
K[H]). Then clearly E is regular in K[G]/(P n K[H]) K[G]. But by (i), P is a 
minimal covering prime for (P n K[H]) K[G], so [3, Theorems 2.5 and 2.171 
implies that Cu is regular as an element of K[G]/P. Thus C? is invertible in 
2?(K[GJ/P) and we conclude that 
R = A!(K[H]/(P n K[H])) C Z?(K[G]/P) = S. 
Observe that the image G of G in S(K[q/P) acts by conjugation on R and 
thus RG = GR is a subring of S containing K[G]/P. Furthermore, since 
[G : H] < cc and R C R, this implies that RG is finitely generated as both a 
right and a left R-module. Since R is Artinian, it therefore follows that RG is 
also Artinian. But then every regular element of K[q/P, being invertible in S, 
is regular in RG and hence invertible in RG. We conclude from this that S = RG 
and (ii) is proved. 
(iii), (iv) By [I, Theorem 2.101, 
R = S(K[H]/(P n K[H])) = @ i] 2(K[H];P,) 
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and hence 
SqP n K[H]) = @ f TqP,). 
1 
Moreover, we know that these are contained in S = s(K[G]/P) and that the 
image G of G in S, in its action on R, permutes these summands transitively. Say 
9(K[H]/P,) N AZt(D) and let 2 = 3(D) be the center of the division ring D. 
Now G acts on X(P n K[H]) = 9(R) = 2, @ 2, @ *.. @ 2,) where .Zi 
denotes the copy of 2 in the ith summand. Moreover, R acts trivially here so 
that the finite group W = G/H is in fact acting. Let 
w, = {w E w 1 2,~~ = Z,}. 
Then W, acts as field automorphisms on Z, and hence (Z, : F1) < 00 where Pi 
is the fixed field of W, . Let {yl , yz ,..., y%} be a right transversal for W, in W. 
If feF, , then the element 
f”’ +.I‘“2 + . . . + f 7Jn E i?(K[G]/P) 
is clearly independent of the choice of transversal. This latter fact implies 
immediately that CfY* is central. On the other hand, the map 
f- 2 fyi E @ C 9(K[H],‘Z’,) 
is certainly a one-to-one ring homomorphism. Thus, as a K-algebra, Fl is 
embedded isomorphically in X(P). S ince (2, : Fl) < cc we therefore conclude 
that 
c.r. P, = t.d. &(Pl) = t.d. Z, 
= t.d.F, < t.d.z(P) = c.r. P. 
Furthermore, if Z(P) is a finitely generated field extension of K, then in turn 
so areF, , and Z, = Z(PJ. 
In the other direction, we think of D and Z as embedded diagonally in 
S(K[H]/(P n K[H])) = R. Then certainly, as a left D-module, dim, R < co 
and hence, by (ii) above, dim, S < co. Lemma 4.2 now implies that 
dim, C,(D) < co. Observe that L = Z(P) C C,(D) and thus for the composite 
field (Z, L:j we have ((Z, L) : Z) < cc and hence 
c.r. PI = t.d. Z = t.d. (Z, L) 
3 t.d.L = t.d.%(P) = cr. P. 
Furthermore, if Z = #(PI) is a finitely generated extension of K, then in turn 
so are (Z, L) and L = X(P). These are the reverse inequality for (iii) and the 
reverse implication for (iv) so the lemma is proved. 
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We remark that in the above proof we actually obtained certain interesting 
field inclusions. However, for simplicity we chose to avoid formalizing the precise 
nature of these embeddings in the statement of the lemma. Rather, we just 
considered, in (iii) and (iv), certain numerical parameters. The following result 
is now a simple consequence. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let P be a prime ideal of K[G]. Then S(P) is afinitely generated 
field extension of K and cr. P < h(G). 
Proof. Let G, be as in Theorem 4.1 and write 
PnK[G,] =PlnP,n...nP,. 
Then, as we observed, pi the image of PI in K[G,/P,+] is a standard prime. 
Thus, by Corollary 3.3, X(pr) is a finitely generated field extension of K with 
c.r. p, < h(d(G,/P,+)) < h(G). But clearly KIG,,/Pl+]/~l N K[G,-I/P, so 
s(pl) ‘v *(PI) and c.r. p1 = c.r. PI . Thus the result follows immediately 
from the preceding lemma. 
In other words, we have shown that the main parts of Corollary 3.3 carry over 
to arbitrary primes. However, as we see in the following example, Theorem 3.2 
certainly does not hold in general. 
EXAMPLE. Let NA be the semidirect product of N by A. Here A is torsion 
free abelian and the group is so chosen that d(NA) = (1). It is clear that such 
groups exist with A of arbitrary rank. Now let N,A, and NaAa be two isomorphic 
copies of the latter group and set 
H = N,A, x N,A, . 
Then H admits an obvious interchange automorphism y of order 2 and we set 
G = H(y). Thus H 4 G with [G : H] = 2. 
We first study H. Note that N1 Q H so PI = w(K[N,]) K[H] is an ideal of 
K[H] and in fact K[H]/P, N K[H/N,]. Observe that 
so that d(H/N,) = B(H/N,) = A, is torsion free abelian. Furthermore 
PI+ = Ni and the image of PI in K[H/N,] is 0, a standard prime of K[H/N,] by 
Proposition 1.4. Thus P, is prime. Moreover we conclude immediately from 
Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.2 applied to 0 Z K[H/N,] that S(P,) = 
(K[A,] + PJPl and that X(P,) = S!(fz”(P,)) so c.r. PI = rank A. Similarly 
we have the prime ideal Pz = w(K[N,I) K[H] = P,” with corresponding 
properties. 
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Set I = Pi n Pz . Then I is clearly a G-invariant semiprime ideal of K[H] 
with minimal covering primes Pl and Pz . We claim that Z(K[m/J) N K. To 
this end, let 01 + I E %“(K[q/I) with 01 E K[H]. Then since Pi 2 I, we have 
a + Pi E zT(K[H]/P,) = K[A,] + Pi 
so there exists Bi E K[A,] with 01 - pi E Pi . Thus if we set W = N, x N, , 
then 
a - pi E Pi c w(K[W]) K[H] 
and /?, = ,& mod w(K[I4J) K[H]. But 
mm4K[WI) WJI = vvU/‘l 
ill K[A, x A,]. 
Thus the images of @A,] and K[A,] under this map intersect trivially in K. But 
/Ii E K[A,] and p1 3 /3, so we conclude that & = /Ja = k E K and 01 E k mod I. 
Let R be an isomorphic copy of S(K[H]/P,) 11 Z?(K[H]/P,). Then since 
2?(K[H]/I)~2(K[H]/P,) @ Li’(K[HJ/P,), by [1, Theorem 2.101, we have a 
natural homomorphism cr: K[H] 4 M,(R), the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over R, 
mapping K[H] to diagonal matrices. We can clearly extend this map to 
u: K[G] + M,(R) by u(y) = (t i). The kernel of u is then given by 
ker (T = P = IK[G] = I + Iy. 
Furthermore, M,(R) is an Artinian simple ring which is a ring of quotients for 
K[Gj/P. To see the latter, just observe that Z?(K[H]/I) contains the whole 
diagonal of M,(R) and this along with the matrix (T i) generates M,(R). It 
therefore follows that M2(R) is the complete ring of quotients of K[G]/P and 
hence P is a prime ideal of K[(;1. 
Clearly T(M,(R)) N S(R) = F, the field of fractions of K[A]. On the other 
hand, we claim that the center of K[Gj/P is just K. Indeed, if OL = /3 + yy is 
central modulo P, with /3, y E K[H], then certainly /3 + I is central in K[H]/I. 
Thus by the above. /3 = k mod I for some k E K. On the other hand, a! maps to 
the center of M,(R) so its image must be diagonal and hence y E 0 mod I. Thus 
01 = k mod P and this fact is proved. Therefore we have shown that 
X’(P) = F2 K = Z(P). 
Since c.r. P = t.d. F = rank A can be chosen arbitrarily large, we see that S(P) 
can be considerably larger than 22(9?“(P)). 
Finally we extend Theorem 3.6 to the case of arbitrary primes. The following 
lemma is essentially contained in [5] and [9]. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Let H be a subgroup of finite index in G and let I > L be ideals of 
K[q. If I contains an element which is regular mod&o L, then 
InK[H] >LnK[Hj. 
In particular, the conclusion holds if L is prime. 
Proof. Let 01 E I be regular modulo L. Then since K[C;I is a Noetherian right 
K[H]-module, there is a positive integer m with 
am E K[H] + aK[H] -t ... + am-lK[H]. 
This yields a manic equation of the form 
01” + Ply,,-, + am-ymp2 + ..* + yo = 0 
with yi c K[H]. 
Thus the above manic expression is also contained in L. Now choose n > 1 
minimal such that 
for some /$ E K[H]. If /IO EL, then since 01 is regular modulo L we obtain either 
l~Lif~=1orol~-1+oln-2~,~1+~~~+~1~Lif~>1andbothoftheseare 
contradictions. Thus PO 4 L. On the other hand, L C I and (Y E 1 so PO E I. There- 
fore PO E I n K[H] and &, 6 L n K[H] and h ence these intersections are distinct. 
Lemma 3.4(i) with N = G now yields the result. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let P be a prime ideal of K[(fl and let N 4 G. Then there 
exists a prime Q of K[N] such that 
(i) p n WV1 = nwG s”. 
(ii) If Y?(P) is nonabsolute, then c.r. Q < cr. P. 
(iii) If X(P) is absolute, then c.r. Q < 1. 
Proof. Let Go be as in Theorem 4.1 and write P n K[G,] = Pl n P2n ... n P, 
a finite intersection of G-conjugate minimal covering primes. Now Pl+ 4 Go and 
Pi , the image of Pl in K[G,/P,+] is standard. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.3, 
c.r. P = c.r. Pl = c.r. pi and hence Z(P) is absolute if and only if X(Pl) = 
&‘(Pi) is absolute. 
Let H=NnG,aG, and let -: K[G,] - K[G,/P,+] be the natural 
homomorphism. 
Since pi is standard, it follows from Theorem 3.6 that there exists a prime 
ideal TX of K[R] such that 
(i) Pl n K[R] = (Jis~, T,“. 
(ii) c.r. Tl < c.r. Pi if S(P,) is nonabsolute. 
(iii) c.r. Ti f 1 if S(P,) is absolute. 
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Let Z’r denote the complete inverse image of T, in K[H]. Then Tl is a prime 
ideal of K[H] with c.r. Tr = c.r. Tr. Furthermore 
since both these ideals of K[H] contain the kernel of the homomorphism from 
K[H] to K[E] and h ave the same image in K[R]. Since P n K[G,] = ngEG PI", 
we conclude immediately from this that 
Pn K[H] = 0 T,=. 
set 
Moreover, since Tl has the appropriate central rank, it remains to somehow lift 
Tl to a prime Q of K[N]. 
Observe that H u N with [N : H] < co and let 
Then I is an ideal of K[m with I n K[H] = flyON T,g. Moreover, for all x E G 
we have 
so 
,?,I” = (n T+Vl XEG 
= (Pn K[H])K[N]CPnK[N]. 
LetQ, , Qz ,..., Qn be the minimal covering primes of I. Then I2 (QrQa . . . QJt 
for some t > 1 and hence clearly 
PnK[N]> n Iz2(L1L2 . ..L.)t 
XEG 
where we have set L, = flzEG Qix. But P n K[N] is a G-prime ideal of K[N] 
and each L, is G-invariant so we conclude that for somej, P n K[N] 2 Lj . For 
this j, we set Qi = Q andLj = L = nzEG Q". 
Note that Q is a prime ideal of K[N] and that, by Lemma 3.4(ii), 
QnK[H]= n T,y 
YEN 
where the latter is a finite intersection since [N : H] < CO. Thus Tl is a minimal 
covering prime of Q n K[H] and Lemma 4.3 yields c.r. Q = c.r. Tl . In other 
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words, c.r. Q has all the necessary properties. Furthermore, the above clearly 
yields 
= cc 
T,” = P n K[H]. 
Thus if S = P n K[N], then by the choice of Q we have S 2 L and 
Sn K[H] = Pn K[H] =Ln K[H]. 
Now observe that S is G-invariant and hence if S > L then Lemma 3.4(i) 
implies that S contains a regular element modulo L. But then Lemma 4.5 yields 
S n K[H] #L n K[H], a contradiction. Therefore we must have 
PnK[N]=S=L=nQ 
XSG 
and the theorem is proved. 
5. PRIMITIVE IDEALS AND RELATED TOPICS 
In this final section we study primitive ideals of K[GJ We also briefly consider 
weakly polycentral rings and absolute primes with regard to the equality 
S(P) = 9(%“(P)). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let P be a prime ideal of K[Gj, let H be a normal subgroup of G 
of finite index and let Q be a minimal covering prime of P n K[Hj. Then P is 
primitive ;f and only if Q is primitive. 
Proof. This is proved in the first few sentences of [8, Paragraph 9.11. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let K be a nonabsolute field and let P be a prime ideal of K[G]. 
Then P is primitive ;f and only if c.r. P = 0 and hence q and only if 
(s(P) : K) < co. 
Proof. Since X(P) is a finitely generated field extension of K by Theorem 4.4, 
it is clear that c.r P = 0 if and only if (Y(P) : K) < co. Suppose His a normal 
subgroup of G of finite index. If Q is a minimal covering prime of P n K[H’j, 
then the previous lemma shows that P is primitive if and only if Q is. On the 
other hand, by Lemma 4.3, c.r. P = c.r. Q. Thus we are free here to reduce to 
normal subgroups of finite index. In particular, in view of Theorem 4.1 we can 
first assume that G is orbitally sound and next that P is faithful. 
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Now let H = C,(d(G)). Then H is a normal subgroup of G of finite index, 
so His orbitally sound and clearly d(H) = 2’(H). Moreover, since G is orbitally 
sound and P is faithful, it follows easily that a minimal covering prime Q of 
P n K[H] is almost faithful. Thus we may finally assume that the group G is 
orbitally sound with d(G) = 9(G) = 2 and that the prime P is almost faithful. 
Thus, by Theorem 4.1, P is standard. 
By Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.2 we know that 
and thus, clearly, cr. P = 0 if and only if dim, K[Z]/(P n K[Z]) < co. But by 
[8, Theorem F.21, since K is nonabsolute, we know that P is primitive if and only 
if dim, K[d]/(P n K[d]) < cc. Since d = Z, the theorem is proved. 
The above result is certainly not true if K is absolute. For example, let G be 
infinite with L](G) = (1). Then P = 0 is a standard prime and X(P) = 
S(P) = K so c.r. P = 0. On the other hand, since P is faithful, P cannot be 
primitive by another result of Roseblade (see [7, Corollary 12.3.81). 
Now let K be nonabsolute and let P be a prime ideal of K[G]. Then it is not 
true that P is primitive if and only if S?(P) is algebraic over K. For instance, 
in the example of the last section we found a prime P with 9(P) = K but with 
c.r. P > 0. Hence, by Theorem 5.2 the ideal P is not primitive. The following 
can be viewed as an analog of Clifford’s Theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let P be a primitive ideal of K[G] and let N u G. Then there 
exists a primitive ideal Q of K[iVj with 
PnK[N] = 0 Q”. 
XEG 
Proof. Suppose first that K is nonabsolute. Then P is primitive if and only if 
cr. P = 0 so Theorem 4.6 yields the result. 
On the other hand, if K is absolute and P = ann V, for some irreducible 
K[G]-module V, then Roseblade’s theorem (see [7, Theorem 12.3.71) implies 
that dim, V < GO. Since V,,, then certainly contains an irreducible submodule 
W, it follows from Clifford’s theorem that V, is a finite direct sum of submodules 
G-conjugate to W. Hence if Q = ann W, then Q is a primitive ideal of K[N] and 
The result follows. 
P n K[N] = ann VN = n Q. 
XEG 
In view of Theorem 4.1, if G is orbitally sound, then all faithful primes P are 
standard and satisfy S(P) = 22(2?(P)). H owever, orbitally sound groups are 
not the largest class of groups with the latter property. For example, as we see 
below, nilpotent-by-finite groups also have this property. The following few 
results extend work in [4]. 
481/57/2-8 
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DEFINITION. A ring R is said to be weakly polycentral if R is Noetherian and 
if for any prime homomorphic image i? of R and any nonzero two sided ideal 1 
of i? we have f n s”(R) # 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let G be a group (not necessarily polycyclic-by-finite) and 
let K be afield. Then K[G] is weakly polycentral if and only if G is$nitely generated 
nilpotent-by-$nite. 
Proof. Suppose first that K[G] is weakly polycentral. Then K[G] is 
Noetherian so it follows that G satisfies the ascending chain condition on sub- 
groups and each such subgroup is finitely generated. In particular, the upper 
d-series 
(1) = G,cG,c..+cG,cG 
where G,+,/G, = d(G/GJ stabilizes in say n steps. Thus d(G/G,) = (1) and 
K[G/G,] is prime by [7, Theorem 5.2.101. Furthermore we have Z(K[G/G,]) = 
K so the polycentral condition implies that K[G/G,] is simple and hence G = G, . 
Finally if H = (J Cc(Gi+,/Gi), then since each G,+i is finitely generated, we 
have [G : H] < co and clearly H is nilpotent. In other words, G is finitely 
generated nilpotent-by-finite. 
Conversely suppose G is finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite so that G is 
polycyclic-by-finite, Let H be the given normal subgroup of G of finite index 
with H nilpotent. Let 1 > P be ideals of K[G] with P prime. If 
PnK[H]=Q,nQ,n***nQ, 
a finite intersection of G-conjugate minimal covering primes, then by Lemma 4.5 
L = In K[H] > P n K[H]. In particular, since L is G-invariant, we have 
L, =LnQ,n ...nQn > PnK[H]. 
Observe that a theorem of Roseblade and P. Smith ([7, Theorem 11.3.111) 
implies that K[H] is a polycentral ring so 
2, = L,/(P n K[H]) n Z(K[H]/(P n K[H])) f 0. 
Let G, be the stabilizer of Qi in G. Then clearly Gi stabilizes L, and 2, and 
since H acts trivially on 2, , we see that the finite group GJH acts on 2, . 
Moreover, since Qi n L, = P n K[H], 2, is isomorphically embedded in the 
center of the prime ring K[H]/Q, so 2, is commutative and has no zero divisors. 
In particular, if 8~ 2, , p + 0 then 
is a nonzero element of 2, centralized by G, . Finally, let y EL, be an inverse 
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image of 7 and let{x, , xz ,..., x,} be a right transversal for G, in G with Qp = Qi . 
Then it is trivial to see that 
satisfies a EL _CI, 01$ P and 01 is central module P. Thus K[G] is weakly poly- 
central. 
The following result is clearly a theorem about weakly polycentral rings. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let G be nilpotent-by-finite. If P is a prime ideal of K[Gj 
then S?(P) = 2(%(P)). 
Proof. By Proposition 5.4, K[G] is weakly polycentral. Set R = K[Gj/P 
and let 01 E Z&‘(P). If 
I = {/3 E R ! ~$3 E R) 
then I is clearly a nonzero two sided ideal of R and hence it contains a nonzero 
central element y. Thus y E Z(P) an d since 01y E R is central in 9(R), we have 
ay E S?(P) and a = (ar)r-’ E 2(2(P)). 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let G be a nilpotent-by-finite group. If P is a prime ideal of 
K[q, then the following are equivalent. 
(i) P is primitive. 
(ii) 2(P) is a finite algebraic extension of K. 
(iii) P is maximal. 
(iv) The intersection of all prime ideals strictly containing P is distinct from P. 
Proof. The implication (i) * (ii) follows from Theorem 5.2. Proposition 5.4 
yields (ii) * (iii) since Z’(P) is a field. Finally (iii) =, (iv) is trivial and (iv) > (i) 
is an immediate consequence of the Jacobson property of K[G] (see [4, Corollary 
1.31) which asserts that K[G]/P is semisimple. 
We remark that even if P is faithful, we cannot in general replace (ii) above by 
the statement dim, K[A]/(P n K[A]) < 00. An example is as follows. 
EXAMPLE. Let A = (a) x (b) x (c) x (d) be a free abelian group of 
rank 4 and let z be the automorphism of A given by 
a2 = a bZ = b-la cz = cb d” = d-k. 
Then the semidirect product G = A(z) is a supersolvable group with A(G) = 
(a, b). Note that N = A(a2) is a normal nilpotent subgroup of G of index 2 
containing A. 
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Suppose that K is a nonabsolute field and let 5 be an element of infinite order 
in K’. We define the homomorphism X: K[A] --f K by h(a) = h(b) = 5, h(c) = 
X(d) = 1. Then T = ker /\ is an ideal of K[A] of codimension one. Set I = 
(fin Tz”) K[G] and let P = (In K[A]) K[G]. We claim that P is a faithful 
prime ideal of K[G], dim, K[A]/(P n K[A]) = 2 and I > P. 
Let p = X, and let Q = ker p = T n K[A]. Then ~(a) = p(b) = 5 and 
~$(a) = 5, pz(b) = 1. Moreover, since (a, b) = B(N) it follows that p and $ 
are the only two distinct G-conjugates of p. Hence 
and 
Pn K[A] =In K[d] =QnQ 
dim, K[A]/(P n K[A]) = 2 dim, K[A]/Q = 2. 
Since P = (P n K[d]) K[Gj we have P+ C d. Furthermore, if aibi E P+ then 
1 = pz(aibj) = p so i = 0 and 1 = p(aObj) = {j so j = 0. We have therefore 
shown that P+ = (1) and P is faithful. 
Set L = QK[A]. Then since A = d x (c> x (d) it follows easily that 
K[A]/L E K[(c) x (d)] and therefore L is a prime ideal of K[A]. Moreover, we 
have L n Lz = (Q n Q”) K[A] so P = (L n Lz) K[q. But G/A N(Z) is 
infinite cyclic and K[A]/(L n L”) is G-p rime, so it follows immediately from a 
leading coefficient argument that P is prime in K[C;I. Finally, let 01 = 
(c - d)(b - 1) E K[A]. S’ mce b - 1 4 P n K[A], it is clear that 01$ P. On the 
other hand, we show that ol E Tt” for all n and hence that 01 E I. Suppose first that 
n is odd. Then A;” = ,uz and pZ(b - 1) = 0 so clearly P”(ar) = 0. Next if 
n = 2m is even, then since czzfn = cum, d” 
2”L 
= db” we see that Pn(c - d) = 
h(cu”’ - dbm) = 0 and so again h”“(a) = 0. Thus 01 E (& T”“) K[G] = I and 
016 P so I > P and P is not maximal. Corollary 5.6 now implies that P is not 
primitive. Note also that P is not standard, so G is not orbitally sound. 
We close with a few more remarks on the equality s(P) = 9(9”(P)). 
DEFINITION. A prime ring R is said to be ubsohtely prime if for all fields 
F > 2(R) the F-algebra R @TL”(~) F is prime. If P is a prime ideal of K[Gj, then 
we say that P is absolutely prime if R = K[G]/P is an absolutely prime ring. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let P be a prime ideal of K[G]. If X’(P) = 9(3(P)), then P is 
ubsolutel-v prime. 
Proof. Let R = K[G]/P, Q = 9(R), L = 2(3(R)) and S = LR C Q. If 
F is a field containing S(R), then F > L and certainly 
F @km R = F CT& (L C&w R) = F C3k S. 
Thus we have the embeddings 
R C F 6JscR) R = F gL S C F oL Q. 
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Observe that Q is simple with center X’(P) = L, by assumption, so F gL Q is 
also simple. 
Let T be the set of regular elements of R. Then T is a multiplicatively closed 
subset of F @~(a) R and each element of T is invertible in the larger ring 
F or, Q. Furthermore, since elements of Q have common denominators in T, it 
is clear that 
T-‘(F BkcRj R) = T-l(F oL S) = F &Q. 
Thus T is an Ore set in F @zcR) R. In particular, if I is a nonzero annihilator 
ideal of F @z(a) R (i.e. an ideal which is the right annihilator of some subset 
of F @&tR) R), then T-II is a nonzero ideal of the simple ring F or, Q. Hence 
1 E T-iland I contains a regular element. But this is impossible and so F 83~~) R 
has no nonzero annihilator ideal. From this we conclude immediately that 
F @z(a) R is prime. Thus P is absolutely prime. 
It is clear that the above is a purely ring theoretic result independent of group 
rings. An immediate consequence of this along with Theorems 3.2, 4.1 and 
Corollary 5.5 is the following. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let P be a prime ideal of K[G]. If either P is standard, or G 
is orbitally sound, or G is nilpotent-by-finite, then P is absolutely prime. 
Finally we mention that we can actually use this absolutely prime concept to 
obtain an alternate proof that Z(P) = 22(2’(P)) at least when G is orbitally 
sound and char K = 0. Namely we first apply Theorem 4.1 and the charac- 
teristic zero assumption to show that all prime ideals of K[Gj are absolutely 
prime. Once this is done, we can reduce our considerations to the case in which 
K is algebraically closed and Z(P) = K. But then P is primitive with say 
P = ann V for some irreducible K[Gj-module V. Moreover it is known that 
S(P) is embeddable in EndK[ol V ([I, Th eorem 3.21) and that this endomor- 
phism ring is algebraic over K ([4, Theorem 1.21). Thus 
KC S(P) C End,I,l V = K 
and X(P) = K = 2(3(P)). 
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